**DATE(S):** Tuesday, March 1 to Wednesday, August 31, 2022

**TIME:** 24 Hours per day

**EMERGENCY AND LOCAL ACCESS:** Not Maintained

**REASON FOR CLOSURE:** On-site Development

**CONTRACTOR**
Franco Gimenez, Thien Sher Co.
778-866-4634, franco@tiensher.com

**CITY OF SURREY**
Jonathan Coca, Engineering Plan Reviewer,
604-591-4246, Jonathan.Coca@surrey.ca

---

**TEMPORARY ROAD CLOSURE:**
138 Street: 107A Avenue to 108 Avenue

**LEGEND**
- Road Closure
- Detour Route
- Development Applications
- Parks

**PRODUCED BY GIS SECTION:** 11-Feb-2022, P205803

**SCALE:** 1:3,000

---

**Source:**
G:\MAPPING\GIS\Maps\Corporate\Reps\LandDevUR_Ldy_138St_107AAveTo108Ave_RC-v2.pdf

---

**This data is compiled from various sources and is NOT warranted as to its accuracy or sufficiency by the City of Surrey.**

**Let sizes, legal descriptions and encumbrances must be confirmed at the Land Title Office.**